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THE MINNESOTA ENGINEERING LICENSING BOARD IS TRYING TO SILENCE CRITICS
WITH THREAT OF PROFESSIONAL RETALIATION
Aug. 29 2022 (Access the full press kit here)

(Brainerd, MN) – Strong Towns will fight the Minnesota engineering licensing board in court for

their unconstitutional attempt to censure Charles Marohn, a nationally renowned transportation

expert and outspoken critic of the engineering profession.

The appeal observes that the state-level rebuke is an affront to free speech—an attempt to stifle a

larger national movement for safer design and more transparent accounting.

“People deserve an engineering profession committed to the health, safety and prosperity of all;

unafraid to look in the mirror and find room for improvement,” Andrew Burleson, chair of the

Strong Towns Board of Directors, wrote in a statement Monday. “Instead, the Minnesota

licensing board has shown itself to be afraid of critique, and desperate to silence it.”

“Any action against Marohn is an attack on a licensee for speaking out, which in my opinion

does the opposite of protecting the health and safety of the public,” Lindsey Meek, a licensed

Minnesota engineer, wrote in a letter to the board prior to their decision. “I will be made to feel

as though I am being silenced, unable to speak freely about matters of public policy.”

The state board’s decision to fine, censure and reprimand Marohn, a civil engineer, for

identifying himself as a professional engineer when speaking about the engineering profession,

stands in stark contrast to the pattern of decisions it made in serious cases regarding

embezzlement, fraud and corruption.

“There is a growing movement of licensed professionals who are ready to reform how

engineering is practiced in their cities, counties and states,” Marohn  said. “They should be able

to serve their communities without fear of retaliation. That is why we are seeking to have this

censure overturned.”

https://media.strongtowns.org/presskits/lawsuit

